26 Dividing Monomials
27 Evaluating Expressions of One Variable
28 Evaluating Expressions of More Than One Variable
29 Evaluating Expressions with Parentheses
30 Solving Equations – One Operation
31 Solving Equations – One Operation
32 Solving Equations – One Operation
33 Solving Equations – Two Operations
34 Solving Equations – One or Two Operations
35 Word Expressions to Algebraic Expressions – One Operation
36 Word Expressions to Algebraic Expressions – Two Operations
37 Word Expressions to Algebraic Expressions – One or Two Operations
38 Solving Word Problems – One Operation
39 Solving Word Problems – One or Two Operations
40 Solving Word Problems – One or Two Operations
41 Opposites
42 Changing Word Expressions with Opposites to Algebraic Expressions
43 Solving Word Problems Containing Opposites
44 Finding the Missing Term in a Sequence

Solution Key